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James Gleeson - 2005 
 
Animism – the notion that things and processes have a form of mind, or consciousness, 
even if very simple - was an interesting element in the belief system of our prehistoric 
forebears. Rocks and trees, rivers and storms, weapons and animals; sacred groves and 
the summits of mountains; seasons and festivals – all were seen as living beings with 
which humans could relate. And these beliefs are still found in occasional corners: people 
hug trees and collect rocks, poets personify rivers and festivals, and we all feel a twinge 
of fear when thunder gets close enough to make the house begin to shake. 
 
To cut a very short path through the ensuing millennia: from animism grew polytheism. 
The mind behind the phenomena was sanctified into gods – and a subtle dualism was 
born: the force was seen as separate from the event, in a manner analogous to the 
human mind being seen as separate from the body - as proposed by Plato and his 
followers. In the early modern period, Descartes spelt out a rigourous dualism where 
mind (and soul) are seen as metaphysically separate from body (including the brain). 
Categorising these two elements of our being into mutually independent spheres set the 
scene for an ongoing philosophical argument. If, it was asked, there is no connection 
between these two zones, how do you explain our everyday and immediate awareness 
of the way our minds and bodies inter-react? Descartes admitted the problem was “tres 
difficile” but effectively left it for future generations to untangle. 
 
An early effort produced occasionalism. This had the mental and physical worlds moving 
in parallel with each other, but still unconnected. To maintain the observed synchronicity, 
an omnipotent deity was required to set up a pre-established harmony which enabled 
the two worlds to proceed with their apparent causal interaction. As a theory its 
artificiality was hard to swallow and, although it attracted some formidable followers, in 
the likes of Voltaire it provoked derisive laughter. Today it is given more marks for 
ingenuity than for credibility. More recently, physicalism has tended to exert itself. A 
version of materialism which emphasises the presence of processes as firmly as material 
substance, it basically holds our mental processes to be identical with, and exclusively 
based on, the activity of our brains. For its followers its success in sidestepping the old 
problems of dualism is seen as the ultimate solution; for its detractors, the fundamental 
metaphysical problem of dualism has been papered over rather than repaired and in a 
sense the old stand-off continues: even granting the body (matter) as the essential 
base, leaving mind (consciousness) floating in some mysterious metaphysical aether has 
not been universally accepted. As such it suffers the same problem that has tended to 
dog all materialisms: the essential and personal immediacy of our everyday stream of 
consciousness is virtually lost. 
 
There yet is another, though far less widely wielded option: panpsychism. As the name 
suggests, this holds that everything (and that means everything and every thing) has 
some form of consciousness built into it from the outset. As such it can be compatible 
with both current cosmology and general evolutionary theory – even if few theorists 
actually share the position. Thus the simplest objects (particles) will have the most basic 
form of consciousness, and the most complex (humans?) the most complex. In between 
will be the atoms, molecules, cells, plants and animals – in approximately that order. 
Some hold the view that societies, species, indeed the Earth as a planet all possess a 
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form of consciousness that regulates their being. On this score, evolutionary progress and 
material complexity, from the Big Bang to today, will be explained as driven by a 
simple will or consciousness to move towards ever higher and more complex levels of 
both material being and conscious maturation. 
 
There are clearly problems with the whole notion. Even if we do ascribe different levels 
or degrees of consciousness to material beings - from the simplest to the most 
sophisticated - it is still just as mysterious as to how consciousness inheres in these 
beings. And in our own human bodies we confront a host of different levels: each cell 
will be conscious of its neighbours and of its function; each organ – each bone, vein, 
muscle and ligament, each kidney, lung and eye – will consist of an accumulation of 
small nodes, which in turn form higher fascicles, which in turn lead up to the 
consciousness we have of ourselves. Yet even here we meet trouble: such a system 
would seem to lead to our brains being merely conscious of their own place and function, 
rather than of the world around us. So it leaves unexplained the consciousness we have 
of our selves and our lives, our aims and our desires, our thoughts and our feelings. From 
the historical point of view, it all starts to look like the ancient animism of our ancestors 
– though now smartly dressed in the latest intellectual vocabulary that is both a la mode 
and de rigueur. 
 
No theory explains everything. They try to, but never succeed completely and the best 
ones are those that explain a bit more than the others. Panpsychism does make some 
sense. It has a crack at explaining why atoms formed in the first place, and why physical 
complexity continues to operate: it’s because material substance possesses a basic form 
of consciousness which seeks higher levels by banding together in ever more 
sophisticated relationships. In so doing, it at least offers a coherent sequence (in 
evolutionary terms) for the emergence of life and consciousness, neither of which receive 
a fully satisfactory explanation from the tougher forms of materialism. For better or for 
worse, it also attracts widespread criticism. Theists (of most persuasions) see it as 
undermining the notion of a transcendent deity – and hence, essentially unacceptable. 
Scientists tend to dismiss it as an example of that bad form of metaphysical speculation 
which offers no concrete evidence to back it up. But from a practical point of view, any 
theory that clarifies any experience at all will have something going for it. As far as this 
concerns me here and now, that experience is art. 
 
I initially imagined that panpsychism might help explain why some abstract paintings 
seemed so alive, whereas others seemed so dead. But it was quickly apparent that this 
was a virtual cul de sac: all it could demonstrate was that the paint itself was conscious, 
which was not where I was headed: the need was to find out how the lines and marks 
communicated a sense of vibrancy. The only area it might illuminate was the general 
field of texture painting where indeed the very matter itself is required do the essential 
expressive work. Yet texture painting has been one of the most silent and introspective 
modes and has, if anything, tended to accentuate the mute and retractive otherness of 
matter, rather than its affinity to our human consciousness. Of closer concern, for me, 
was how some still life painters could make a pot or a loaf almost vibrate with an inner 
life: what they depicted was indeed still but did seem to be alive. This, roughly, is where 
Gleeson comes in. In his paintings nothing is ever still; quite the contrary, all is in motion. 
But every element also seems alive (in its own strange way) and so whenever I look at 
his paintings I always end up, even if briefly, pondering the essentially philosophical problem 
which this experience brings to the surface. 
 
When I look at a cloud, or a wave, or a hand, or an eye in the real world, I usually see 
them as just that – and no more. But Gleeson always seems to infuse every element in 
his paintings with a sense of active movement and direction – in other words, to imply 
a sense of living consciousness. A vapourish swirl, a tumbling claw, a melting rock, these 
are not simply responding to the external forces of wind or heat or gravity: the rock melts 
because it wants to melt - or move, or slide, or even turn into something else; the claw 
chooses to emerge from some ambiguous lump; amorphous slabs of water rise and fall 
and surge because that’s their will and wish; and when they congeal into rock or cloud, 
skin or bone, eye or face, its not solely due to geology, physics or geology, its because 



they decide to change their shape and substance in an endless Heraclitean flux and 
sensuous metamorphic seethe. 
 
It is, in one sense, a highly dangerous world; if nothing remains stable, nothing is 
predictable, so life as we know it is impossible. But this is a surreal world, not a real one, 
and the movements of the elements themselves remind me of the absorbed playfulness 
of kittens as they chase and wrestle with their siblings, or the almost mesmerising 
fascination of water tumbling over rocks. As for the paint itself, the artist seems so 
closely connected to it that I easily find myself sliding from the image as interpreted and 
into the very paint itself in all its melting tactility. It flows with that poised assurance we 
see in the muscles of Olympic gymnasts where the distinction between the body and its 
movements is blurred and momentarily forgotten. In Gleeson’s painting there is a life and 
energy in the imagery – that’s not hard to see – but the paint itself seems no mere 
passive substance he layers over the canvas. An analogy might be with a pair of dancers: 
neither is simply a sack being heaved around the floor; both are actively engaged in 
coaxing energy out of themselves and eachother in a spiral of mutually harmonious 
steps. That’s how I see the painter and his paint: in a dance between the oil and the 
brush. And in the same way his images are endlessly in motion, I sometimes wonder if 
the paint itself might not start to flow once more in a surreal break with what we 
normally assume to be the inertia of its physics and the silence of its chemistry. 
 
Snapping back to reality, I realise that these thoughts have taken me straight back along 
the path I had previously rejected: it was the imagery that needed life, not just the paint 
itself. Well, I did think that then, but I don’t now. Sometimes we get to the wrong place 
but if it turns out to be more interesting than expected, what harm is done? It is not a 
question of “either … or …”, it’s a question of “both … and ...” – so when gazing at any 
corner of a painting I find myself affirming both. Every now and then I administer a 
sound dose of realism. “Stop it. You’re seeing things and going dotty. It’s all rubbish”. 
But when I look again there’s always an impish little voice saying “Don’t be so sure” or 
sometimes not saying anything at all – just a silence followed by a question mark. 
 
 
C.N. 


